AMERICAN GODS
CINEMATOGRAPHY TEAM HELPS EMBRACE MYTHOS
Funny Business

AC visits the set of the Showtime series *I'm Dying Up Here*, where Peter Flinckenberg, FSC and crew assist director Adam Davidson in lending a noir perspective to the 1970s Los Angeles comedy scene.

By Andrew Fish

It's wrap day for Season 1 of *I'm Dying Up Here* — a Showtime series based on William Knoedelseder's book of the same name — which explores the struggles, sacrifice, desperation and heartache in the world of 1970s standup comedy, as Los Angeles comics vie for laughs and battle for fame. (Editor's note: This article contains season-finale spoilers.)

Arriving at Hayden Place Stages in Culver City, Calif., we're greeted at Stage A by director of photography Peter Flinckenberg, FSC, who's in the midst of shooting a scene on a darkened set. It's the office of Goldie Herschlag (Melissa Leo), the shrewd, astute, no-nonsense owner of Goldie's — a fictional Sunset Strip comedy club that serves as training
ground for the Next Big Things. A hint of atmosphere hangs in the room, whose hues favor the era’s archetypal oranges and browns. Primary illumination is provided by two heavily black-wrapped Dedolights secured on stands and diffused with Hampshire Frost. The sense of film noir is tangible.

Flinckenberg notes that he’s seeking the “perfect combination of shadow and eye light,” as he points out two “Twiggy” lights hidden on the set. The stealthy little units — employed on this production in 6”, 12”, 24” and 36” sizes, according to gaffer Jeremy Launais — are bicolor, battery-powered, dimmable LEDs, used here for eye and hair lights. With Leo’s stand-in, Marie Todd, at the desk, the cinematographer asks Launais to have the Twiggy behind the desk chair dimmed down to demonstrate how the subtle sheen on the stand-in’s hair slowly vanishes. They bring it back up and all is well. The eye-light Twiggy, meanwhile, is tucked amid Goldie’s desktop trappings.

A Quasar Science hybrid HMI/tungsten LED strip shines hard light through the windows located quite high on the wall, providing enough “sunshine” to indicate time of day, while maintaining the low-light motif. An off-stage voice instructs, “Kill the Cush,” and the room darkens further. Leo enters and takes her seat behind the desk. She’s immediately in character with cigarette in hand — hence the atmosphere — and is joined by Ari Graynor, who plays comedian Cassie Feder. The meeting between the two characters is clearly not a social call, as Cassie asks to regain her spot on the main stage.

Two Arri Alexa Classics are mounted on Chapman/Leonard dollies — A camera on a Hustler IV, operated by Anka Malatynska, and B on a Super PeeWee IV, operated by Nicholas Davidson. The operators are assisted by respective 1st ACs Gunnar Mortensen and Patrick Blanchet. The Alexas are recording ProRes 4:4:4:4 at 2048x1152 resolution, to 128GB SxS cards, and framing for 1.78:1. We watch for a bit from behind the cameras, in a well-shadowed corner of the office set. The production shoots another take, this time with a 1/5 Pearlescent filter on the cameras’ respective detuned Panavision zooms — a Primo 19-90mm on A, and a 24-275mm 11:1 on B.

At a stopping point, we retreat to the wings, where director Adam Davidson oversees the sequence at video village. “It’s not a comedy,” he says of the show. “It has comedy in it, but it’s really about the dark places that the comedy comes from.” Regarding this first collaboration with Flinckenberg, he notes, “Both of us embrace the flaws. We don’t like things to be too perfect. It’s okay if there are flares, and it’s okay if we miss a moment and it’s not quite in focus — if the moment was real, and it
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which L.A. neophyte comics Eddie Zeidel (Michael Angarano) and Ron Shack (Clark Duke) enter so they can afford the meal they've just shared with their respective dates. The production has shot at a bar in North Hollywood and at a California state prison in Lancaster, and the location for Goldie's parking lot is in Echo Park. We're told that as the season's shoot began, there was about a two-to-three ratio of stage-to-location work, and that as the show progressed it evolved to around half and half.

We meet Adam Bedi from the special-effects department, who is recently back in the States after working in Bollywood. He reports that his responsibilities here have involved atmosphere, location wet-downs and fire effects.

Mortensen takes some time to provide detail on the lenses used for Flinkenberg's work on I'm Dying Up Here. As he offers us a look at the A-cam lenses, he explains that the show employs rehoused vintage Leica R primes, and that for Flinkenberg's episodes the cinematographer sought to expand the package's range of focal lengths with additional lenses that would match the vintage look of the Leicas. With assistance from Panavision Hollywood's manager of technical marketing and optics, Guy McVicker, a new scalable detuning process was employed to alter the lenses. These detuned Primo Primes and Zooms, the latter of which comprised the 19-90mm and 24-275mm lenses, provided an in-camera image conforming to the characteristics that Flinkenberg was after — including a decrease in crispness and an increase in flaring. As the 1st AC describes, “It's a vintage look, but modern mechanics. Panavision has a couple different versions of detuning, and [after testing] we used Noir.” He elaborates that the production specifically chose Noir #3 — from the various levels of detuning available — as it is “more aggressive.”

The Leica R lenses used on Flinkenberg's episodes were rehoused by G.L. Optics.

was unrepeatable, that's of more value. Sometimes those little flaws help things to feel more real.” The director also emphasizes the importance of “the emotional story as well as the surface story. We can always dig a little deeper and get something to rise up from underneath — what the story is really about.” (Read AC's extended interview with Davidson at ascmag.com in September.)

Around the corner, Flinkenberg assesses at the DIT station, where digital-imaging technician Peter Brunet is matching color and brightness via a Blackmagic Design DaVinci Resolve system — reconciling a lighting change made between takes. The Sony OLED monitor indicates that this is Episode 110 — the season finale — and notes that the cameras are shooting at 24 fps and EI 800, with the shutter at 180 degrees. There's some whispering about framing, and the next take has the A camera at a wider angle.

Laumas and key grip Jake Cross join us at the monitors, and the conversation turns to the details of other California-based setups the crew has devised throughout the four-month shoot. There was a hot-wing-eating contest, shot at The Bear Pit restaurant,
The camera and lens package was provided by Panavision Hollywood, with assistance from company marketing executive Cathy Peirce Oueller.

In addition to this episode, Flinckenberg has shot Episodes 6-9. The pilot was shot by cinematographer Ken Seng, known for his work on Deadpool, and Episodes 2-5 were shot by Jim Frohna, of Transparent fame.

Mortensen shows us the Panavision Alexa’s modular setup, which easily converts between studio, handheld and Steadicam, and features a custom rear handle. He notes that he prefers to be on the dolly when such shots are called for, and to pull focus directly on the camera whenever possible.

He further explains that Fogal netting was employed “for every shot. Panavision has a magnetic net holder in the mount of the camera — the entire season was shot with rear-mounted Fogals. [The effect can be seen in] the highlights, which was embraced.”

During a reset, the Pearlescent filter is removed, and the framing now consists of two wide shots. A mirror is adjusted so both characters are in the reflection, as Flinckenberg notes the quality and variation you can achieve “if you take the time to set it up.” Goldie and Cassie trade veiled aggressions over multiple takes until Davidson and Flinckenberg deem they have what they need.

Production moves on, and en route Flinckenberg gives us a quick tour of some of the other sets, many of which are in phases of breakdown.

We visit the Cellar, where upstart comics prove their chops. The area’s walls are designed with a dilapidated cement veneer that’s cracked and exposed to reveal the bricks beneath. The chairs are now stacked and other set elements are wrapped in plastic and ready for removal. Flinckenberg describes some of the work done down here, including a 180-degree crane shot from the stairwell to the performance space, enacted in these fairly close quarters. As Cross later explains, “This shot was [performed] with a 35-foot MovieBird telescoping crane from TCC — Telescopic Camera Cranes.”

On our way to the next setup, production sound mixer Jay Patterson stops for a quick word with the cinematographer. Flinckenberg enthuses about the show’s “awesome sound guys. They’re a big help.”

Club owner Goldie (Melissa Leo, top) meets with Cassie (above) in Goldie’s office. The room was designed to feature elements of the 1970s, as well as earlier eras — the latter evidenced by such fixtures as the Tiffany lamp — to suggest Goldie’s cross-generational sensibilities.

We arrive at the main club, with its barroom-grade booths and chairs — all adorned in burgundy pleather — facing a black-curtained stage framed by black brick walls with sconces mounted on either side. There are built-in recessed Practicals on the ceiling, along with Par cans and ellipsoidal spots. The
rigger is clearly the remainder of what once was; there’s been wide variation in lighting color on that particular set, used as a technique to enhance the storytelling. Weekday shows, for example, featured relatively muted lighting, while weekend shows were more colorful — and both set and lighting colors became bolder as personal success seemed imminent.

We pass through the nearly emptied re-creation of real-life L.A. institution Canter’s Deli, which serves as our protagonists’ sanctuary from their emotionally exhausting, makeshift, rollercoaster careers. During use, the set was lit with a combination of practicals, Source Fours, Quasar strips, 10K and 20K Fresnels, and 10K Mole-Richardson beam projectors. (See lighting diagram, page 88.)

Goldie’s restaurant kitchen is a time-travel to the 1970s. Chrome magnet-clips dot the industrial refrigerator, and a cream-colored electric check-writer machine sits beside a rubber-stamped stack of carbon-copy papers. The details run deep, down to a piece of simulated aged Scotch tape stuck to a wall. Vintage boxes of Old Baker, Old Sport, Cook’s and Dubuque Star beer are stacked beneath a wall-mounted rotary phone adjacent to a Pink Floyd ’72 tour-date poster, a well-worn bulletin board, and a fuchsia sign that reads, “Your future depends on your working safely.” A near-empty whiskey tumbler accompanies a cigarette-filled ashtray on a break-room table. It’s all lit with dimmable fluorescent ceiling fixtures.

Hailing from Finland, Flinckenberg has a long list of credits, which include numerous documentaries as well as such scripted productions as 2013’s black-and-white, ASC Spotlight Award-winning drama Concrete Night (AC Sept. ’15), directed by Pirjo Honkasalo; Woodstock, starring Kirsten Dunst and directed by Kate and Laura Mulleavy, which hits theaters this month; and the upcoming Come Sunday, directed by Joshua Marston.

The cinematographer expresses
his continued gratitude to be working in an environment with the kind of resources and physical space that Showtime has allowed for I’m Dying Up Here. He adds that “collaboration with, and support from, producers Michael Aguilar, Christina Wayne and David Flebotte has been really great. It’s a lot of fun when the creative team is so supported by the producers.”

We enter Stage C, where the rest of the day’s shoot will take place. The first setup we spot is a re-creation of the set for The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson, complete with Los Angeles cityscape backing, famous couch and performance stage. (See lighting diagram, above.) Leadman Jason Olson from set decoration ensures we have a word with produc-
the road — as the operators capture his performance from backstage through the translucent curtain, which Flinckenberg takes a moment to adjust between takes. Mortensen explains that in this instance the B camera is shooting more conventionally, while A camera is a bit more stylized. The DIT monitor notes the latter as shooting at 40 fps with a 90-degree shutter angle, and the 1st AC points out the use of Schneider Optics’ Clairmont Swing/Shift lens, used here to ensure that the actor playing Carson — who, in this episode, is standing in for Dylan Baker, who’s played the legendary host in previous episodes — is blurred out.

Mortensen employs a Cmotion Cevolution wireless lens-control system to alternate between focusing on the actor and the fabric through which they’re shooting, and later notes the challenge of pulling focus for a handheld Swing/Shift rig. He reports that the Swing/Shift lens has been used on I’m Dying Up Here for flashbacks and drug-experience sequences as well.

Flinckenberg adds that he, himself, has always been a fan of the swing-and-shift effect for storytelling, and has been “developing a new design of swing-and-shift lenses — based on old large-format Hasselblad glass — [with lens company] Whitepoint Optics.”

Production soon moves to the more-traditional stage-facing perspective. Par cans and Chimeras fitted with 1Ks are rigged from the rafters of The Tonight Show set, and a Source Four spot is on a stand. An egg-crated Quasar unit has been placed on the floor and aimed upward to light the curtains. We’re told this is the same strip that was used to provide light through the windows in Goldie’s office.
earlier today. Skypans are illuminating the Translight city backing from behind.

“For The Tonight Show, we wanted the Translight to be the main lighting [source],” Launais says. “For [Bill’s anxious] entrance, we wanted to show the tension as well as highlight the importance of making it on the show — so we used the Quasar on the opposite side of the Translight to give him a dim ‘Quasar’ look. Once he went past the curtain, we reset to the traditional Tonight Show look.”

The crew preps a Chapman Super PeeWee IV dolly on a track, and Flinckenberg and Launais adjust the spot. The shoot begins and the dolly — equipped with an Alexa and 40mm Primo — pushes in quick, first toward Santino, then into the black-and-white studio-camera monitor in which Santino is framed. Meanwhile, the handheld B cam fitted with an 80mm Leica R pans from Santino to the monitor and back again — always keeping the prop camera in shot. Atmosphere adds further texture to the image.

Flinckenberg submits that the emotional tension created by the shot design is an effort “to give drama to the comedy.” He explains that it’s not as important to him to emulate the lighting used in the 1970s as it is to give the scene a “cinematic, emotional feel.”

Production enjoys a delicious lunch provided by Reel Chefs Catering — which includes a special wrap-day sushi station — before moving to the final setups: the dressing room, main stage and backstage of The Dating Game. First up, comic Nick Beverly (Jake Lacy) is getting a pep talk from his agent, Miles Farber (Ryan Alosio), who’s doing his best to convince the cynical performer that this particular game show is a solid career move. They converse at a dressing-room makeup table, whose mirror is lined with frosted globe practicals, which serve as the show’s primary light source — supplemented by “a small Chimera strip bank to fill faces,” Launais says.

The globes’ soft glow dominates the frame, close to blowing it out yet illuminating only what’s in immediate prox-
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Right: Cassie performs on a variety show called Girls Are Funny, Too.
Below, from left: Flincenberg observes the action as Nicholas Davidoff operates Steadicam and director Adam Davidson studies the monitor.

iminity. The result is a localized brightness that leaves the characters in shadow. A and B cameras are on dollies — with B cam mounted on a Silent Cat slider with the aid of an OConnor 2575 Fluid Head. A and B slowly track from side to side, yielding a sequence one might think was aided by Steadicam. Davidson encourages Malatynska and Davidoff to try different things as the production rehearses. “We’re exploring now,” the director says. During capture, the result is slow, smoky, moody, well-composed and quite beautiful.

Malatynska points out that on prior sequences, the production has employed a Lambda head “to get the camera right on top of tables or bars and use the reflections on the surface as foreground. We also used a 3-foot slider for adjustments.”

Flinckenberg says that long takes like this one have been prevalent on the show. And though we haven’t seen it in use today, Im Dying Up Here features frequent use of a dedicated Steadicam C camera. Mortensen notes that Andy Shuttleworth operated Steadicam for the first half of the season, while Davidoff has been operating on more recent episodes. There have generally been two to four MovieBird crane days per episode.

Brunet reports that each episode gets a double-up day with 2nd-unit cinematographer Michael G. Wojciechowski, who shoots additional on-stage footage. On such days, Brunet says, “we almost always have both units shooting on opposing stages. It’s a rare exception when either unit goes on location those days.” He also notes that the production “used Sony a7S II [cameras] for car rigs and specialty work.”

As we snack on pizza from food vendor Company 77’s converted 1983 Pierce Arrow Pumper fire engine, and sugar-dusted New Orleans-style pastries from The Beignet Truck — both of which have set up shop between the stages as another a wrap-day treat —
the crew prepares to capture the final shots of Season 1.

Lighting technician Jeremy Mennel takes some time to show us the Quasar fixture up-close. The light bank — which features LED “switch lamp” tubes, switchable between 30K HMI and 56K tungsten — is, on this production, most often fitted with Chimera F2X boxes for diffusion, and has also been helpful on night-exterior shoots.

As Launais explains, “Where space and rigging points were not available, we used 5-by-10 and 5-by-15 Chimera F2Xs filled with two rows of 12 Quasar tubes.” These fixtures have been controlled wirelessly via iPad running a Luminair app. The gaffer adds that if space did not allow for the use of these Chimera units, the production would employ a “flatpack” LED fixture, custom-built “using bicolor LiteGear LiteRibbon, [which] fit the same control grids used on the Chimeras.”

AC offers a special thanks to lighting-console programmer Alan Brownstein, who assisted in further detailing the lighting configurations on I'm Dying Up Here.

With cartoonish pastel flowers dotting the walls, and the playful, plump, 3-dimensional Dating Game logo on full display, the stage is literally set for Nick’s ill-fated encounter with Bachelorettes 1, 2 and 3. Ceiling-rigged Chimeras are lighting the performance area from downstage and 2Ks from upstage. Source Four spots are aimed in various directions, and a Quasar Chimera strip is rigged on a stand at stage right.

There are two dolly tracks for
respective A and B cameras — a long one that runs parallel to the stage, and a shorter one at stage right. Malatynska explains that Chapman’s Hustler IV dolly has been the show’s workhorse, though two Chapman PeeWees are used for this particular sequence.

Capture begins and the cameras move slowly down their respective tracks, as Nick directs a tirade toward Bachelorette #3 (Lauren Compton). After a reset, the 11:1 zooms used on this sequence are tightened for a closer shot.

The work of costume designer Christie Wittenborn — with whom we exchanged greetings a bit earlier — is exemplified here with the Bachelorettes in their very ’70s finest and Nick in swanky polyester and platform boots.

In the aftermath of Nick’s meltdown, Miles has harsh words backstage with his incorrigible client. The minimal set for this final shot is located just beside The Dating Game build. In keeping with Flinckenberg’s noir aesthetic, the scene is especially dark, with Miles virtually in complete silhouette as B cam shifts in and out of focus. “We filled the whole stage with haze and used Source Fours with color gels to light the atmosphere behind the set for a 3-dimensional silhouette,” the cinematographer later explains.

Final color grading for I’m Dying Up Here has been performed at Light Iron L.A. with colorist Jeremy Sawyer — known for his work on The Walking Dead, Better Things and Goliath — via Blackmagic Design’s DaVinci Resolve.

Wrap is called, and show creator Flebotte — who also executive produced along with Jim Carrey, Aguilar and Wayne — comes out to graciously thank the cast and crew for their work. There’s applause, and an overall sense of pride and well-earned weariness, as the production begins to disperse.

We express our thanks to Flinckenberg and crew for their time and patient elucidations, and head off set — pondering a trip to Canter’s.

Visit asmag.com for extended interviews, and AC’s digital edition for additional lighting diagrams.

**TECHNICAL SPECS**

1.78:1

Digital Capture

Arri Alexa Classic

Panavision Primo, G.L. Optics
Rehoused Leica R, Schneider Optics Clairmont Swing/Shift